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Classic Shirt
Style 674. Small regular collar shape with one button. 100% cotton two-
ply (120/2) diagonal twill fabric. On request  wide range of classic 
collar shapes, visible or covered button front, single or double cuffs, true 
mother of pearl buttons, medium slim fit. 





Tuxedo
Style 694. Wide range of tuxedo shirts manufactured with two-ply 
(120/2) poplin fabric,  combined with plastron, visible or covered button 
front, double cuffs or two-way cuffs, smoking and classic collar shapes, 
true mother of pearl buttons, medium slim fit. 





Bicolor
Style 620. Regular collar shape with one button. 100% cotton striped 
fabric (100/2). Finishing with printed fabric, white collar and white 
cuffs, colored buttons, classic fit. 





Contrast Fabrics
Style 643. Cutaway collar shape with button and loop under collar 
points. 100% cotton two-ply diagonal twill (100/2) combined with pai-
sley fabric, colored buttons, slim fit. 





Contrast Fabrics
Styles 644-629. Cutaway collar with 2 buttons. 100% cotton two-ply 
(100/2) oxford fabric combined with jacquard fabric, colored but-
tons, slim fit. 





Ribbons
Style 653. High cutaway collar shape with 2 buttons. 100% cotton 
small print fabric (100/2), finishing with piping in contrast, tone on 
tone buttons, classic fit.





Prints
Styles 659-691. Small semi-cutaway collar shape with one button. 
Exclusive jacquard fabrics in 100% cotton and 100% silk with tone on 
tone true mother of pearl buttons, slim fit. 



The Made to Measure Etrusca is a high level sartorial service that 
offers absolutely perfect shirts both in measurements and manufacturing, 
with high quality fabrics and accessories and a marked customization 
of models. The Client has the opportunity of modifying the proposed 
body fits, intervening in different parts of the body: neck circumference, 
yoke, waist, chest, sleeve length, shirt length and making use of the re-
markable experience of our model makers.  The Client can add hand 
made passages such as button wrapping and armhole stitching.  He can 
moreover request embroidered monogram, washings and much more.  
With regards to fabrics the service provides a variety of cuttings purpo-
sely purchased from the best Italian mills such as Canclini, Thomas 
Mason, Testa, Monti.
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In the picture the founder of the company,
Mr. Giovanni Rosmini  with his two sons, Roberto and Riccardo. 



Our story
1972. The year of the Italian economic miracle. At that time so high 
was the enthusiasm in new enterprises and so many were the hopes in 
future that also Giovanni, Gabriella and Graziella, with their long expe-
riences at the service of big clothing companies, decided to start their li-
ves’ adventure and launched the line Giovanni Rosmini Shirts. In more 
than 40 years the company has always devoted itself in offering men and 
women’s shirts with a great look and with high technical quality as well 
as in supplying services of the highest level. Nowadays Giovanni Rosmi-
ni Shirts represents a reality that important national and international 
shops take into account when looking for tradition, research and inno-
vation, all features that have made Italian shirts famous in the world. 
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and rejoices at the prospect of a future cooperation.
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